The Essential Guide To Vaccinations (Toxic World Toxic People Book
2)

Do you have valid reasons to be worried
about giving your children vaccines? What
about the 70+ vaccinations that Doctors
and the CDC require? Are parents being
told everything that they should be told
about these life saving vaccinations? In
The Essential Guide, health writer Anna
Rodgers takes you through the research she
was driven to do as a researcher and a
concerned new mother. Questions like:
Are the vaccines safer than the diseases
that theyre supposed to protect against?
Why are there now so many more vaccines
on the schedule today versus the 1980s?
Has that entire schedule been tested for
safety?
Has there been a comparative
study between vaccinated and unvaccinated
children?
What are the common
ingredients in vaccines? Why are there
known neurotoxins in vaccines? With
mothers being advised to stay away from
eating fish due to mercury content when
pregnant, why is it ok to have it in
vaccines?
Many parents think that
mercury has been removed from vaccines but has it truly?
Is the medical and
pharmaceutical industry honest? How does
fraud affect vaccine safety? Inside The
Essential Guide you will learn what need to
know to make an informed choice about
whether or not to vaccinate your child
according to the schedule. The book also
features stories from parents whose
children had adverse reactions to vaccines.
Were they told the risks? Were they
pressured or given true informed consent?
But some medical doctors are not
pro-vaccine: what made them change their
minds? Why did one of these doctors win
her anti-vaccine case with the Medical
Council in the UK? In life we study for
exams at school, or to drive a car, or a new
job, but are we doing enough study when it
comes to the medications we are giving our
children? Surely this deserves the greatest
amount of study before making such
serious decisions. The Essential Guide to
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Vaccinations is a wonderful,
informative place to start.

safe,
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Shabecoff] on In this shocking and sobering book, two fearless journalists directly and an eye-opening account of a
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the Workplace.Toxic World, Toxic People has 6 ratings and 3 reviews. spoken about in this book and had already taken
a few steps to live a cleaner, less toxic life (Im vegan,We live in a very toxic world today. Avoid Acetaminophen Never
get any vaccine within 2 weeks of ANY illness, including a runny nose Separate vaccines asToxic World, Toxic People:
The Essential Guide to Health, Happiness, Parenting and Everyone should read this book if they intend on living a long
and healthy life. Anna has broken down the barriers, myths and misconceptions of everything from cosmetics to
vaccinations, to food . Published on September 2, 2015. US & World . National Pet Day: Dont give your pet these toxic
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